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BACKGROUND ON SEXUAL
HARASSMENT

Title IX enforcement and prevent sexual harassment from

For more than 25 years, the Supreme Court and the

Sexual harassment of students is widely prevalent. In grades

Department of Education have recognized that Title IX

7–12, 56 percent of girls and 40 percent of boys are sexually

requires schools to address sexual harassment. Over

harassed in a given school year,2 and one in five girls ages

the years, student survivors and advocates have pushed

14–18 have been kissed or touched without their consent.3

schools and policymakers to improve school responses to

About 10 percent of PK–12 students will experience sexual

sexual harassment. However, sexual harassment in schools

misconduct by a school employee by the time they graduate

continues to be a serious barrier to equal educational

from high school.4 Furthermore, in a given year, one in 11

access, and much work remains to be done to strengthen

high school girls and one in 14 high school boys experience

occurring in the first place.
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physical dating violence,5 and more than a quarter of

the time they were assaulted, they were using drugs or

6

a million people ages 16–19 are victims of stalking.

alcohol, or for physically defending themselves against

In college, more than 60 percent of women and men

their harassers, for expressing age-appropriate trauma

experience sexual harassment. One in four women, one

symptoms after the incident, for missing school in or-

in five transgender and gender-nonconforming students,

der to avoid their harasser, or for merely telling other

and one in 15 men are sexually assaulted during their time

students about the incident.14 Sometimes schools force

in college.8 In addition, during their time in college, one

or pressure survivors into enrolling in inferior “alterna-

in seven women and one in 10 men experience dating

tive” education programs that isolate them from their

violence, and one in 10 women and one in 33 men are

friends, offer little to no instruction, and deprive them of

victims of stalking. Unfortunately, these statistics are

access to extracurriculars.15 Unfortunately, schools are

often higher for marginalized students, including Black

more likely to disbelieve and punish girls and women

and brown girls and women, LGBTQI+ students, pregnant

of color (especially Black girls and women), LGBTQI+

and parenting students, and disabled students.

students, pregnant and parenting students, and disabled

7

9

10

students due to stereotypes that label these students as
Despite how common these incidents are, few students

more “promiscuous,” more “aggressive,” less credible,

report to their schools, and those who do ask for help are

and/or less deserving of protection.16

often ignored or punished instead of receiving the help
they need to learn and feel safe in school. For example,

When schools fail to address sexual harassment, students

only 2 percent of girls ages 14–1811 and 12 percent of

suffer. Many survivors miss class, receive lower grades,

college women who are sexual assaulted contact their

withdraw from extracurricular activities, or leave school

schools for help.12 Too often, victims who do come for-

altogether because they do not feel safe. Some are

ward are suspended or expelled because school officials

even expelled in the wake of their trauma. In college,

believe the victim engaged in consensual sexual activity

34 percent of student survivors of sexual assault end

in violation of school rules, or believe the incident was

up dropping out.17

consensual and that the victim made a false accusation.13
Student survivors are also often disciplined because at

Developments Since 1972
Beginning in 1997, the Department of Education

address it.18 This included requirements for schools

issued multiple guidance documents that clarified

to address a hostile school environment stemming

schools’ Title IX obligations to address sexual

from off-campus incidents of sexual harassment

harassment, providing robust civil rights protections

or assault, to provide supportive measures

against sexual harassment in education. This

for complainants, and to use fair investigation

guidance provided that whenever a school employee

procedures.19 The guidance also encouraged schools

knew about or “should have known” about “severe

to finish sexual harassment investigations within

or pervasive” sexual harassment, the school was

60 days and discouraged schools from allowing

required to take “prompt and effective” action to

students to directly cross-examine one another as
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part of these investigations or from using mediation

for money under Title IX in cases of teacher-on-

to resolve complaints of sexual assault.

student sexual abuse.27 In 1998 and 1999, it issued

20

However, the Trump administration rescinded all
of these guidance documents, replacing them in
2020 with Title IX regulations that require schools
to ignore many reports of sexual harassment and
to apply unfair, burdensome procedures for sexual
harassment investigations that do not apply to any
other type of school investigation of student or staff
misconduct.21 Schools must now dismiss Title IX
complaints of sexual harassment if the harassment
described in the complaint is not severe and
pervasive, if the harassment occurred outside of a
school program or outside the United States, or if the
harassment complaint is made by a person who is
no longer a student at the school.22 Schools are now
allowed to take an undefined amount of time to finish
an investigation, to apply a standard of evidence that
tilts in favor of reported harassers (“respondents”),
to use mediation to resolve complaints of studenton-student sexual harassment, and to respond
unreasonably to reported sexual harassment, as long
as their response is not “deliberately indifferent.”23
And schools can no longer provide supportive
measures to complainants that are considered
disciplinary or unreasonably burdensome on
respondents, which might include removing a
respondent from an extracurricular activity shared
with the complainant.24 Colleges and universities
are also now required to hold live hearings when
they investigate sexual harassment and to allow
the parties’ advisors to cross-examine parties and
witnesses.25 At the time of writing this issue brief,
the Biden administration has made commitments
to revise these regulations.26

a pair of landmark decisions, known as Gebser and
Davis, that established the legal standards for Title IX
lawsuits regarding teacher-on-student and studenton-student sexual harassment, respectively.28
Since then, federal courts have issued a number
of decisions both affirming and narrowing Title
IX’s protections for student survivors. Some courts
have recognized that schools must address offcampus or online sexual harassment if they have
control over the incident29 and must address dating
violence against a student by a non-student guest.30
Courts have also held that schools must do more
than the bare minimum, must help victims further if
previous measures are ineffective,31 and must protect
student survivors from the “continuing presence”
of their harasser on campus.32 And some courts
have recognized that a student who is sexually
harassed can sue their school if it has consistently
ignored other students’ previous reports of sexual
harassment.33 However, student plaintiffs continue
to face far more stringent standards under Title
IX than employee plaintiffs do under Title VII (the
federal law that protects against workplace sexual
harassment).34 In fact, some lower courts have even
held that schools cannot be held liable for their
deliberately indifferent responses to a student’s
report of sexual harassment or assault unless the
student is sexually harassed or assaulted again after

Sexual Harassment

DEVELOPMENTS SINCE 1972 continued

their report to their school, effectively creating a “one
free rape rule” in some jurisdictions.35 Meanwhile,
a growing number of appellate courts have allowed
students disciplined for sexual harassment (primarily
men and boys) to sue their schools for alleged
“reverse” sex discrimination under a far more lenient

The Supreme Court has long recognized that
schools must address sexual harassment. In 1992,

standard than that available to students who have
suffered sexual harassment.36

it recognized that students could sue their schools
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Recommendations
Policymakers should create comprehensive

psychologists, nurses, and other non-police

protections against sexual harassment in

staff to build positive school climates and

schools by strengthening prevention measures,

support sexual harassment victims.

supporting student victims rather than punishing
them, and ensuring meaningful accountability

•	
Eliminate school dress code requirements,
as they can promote rape culture, often

of sexual harassers and of schools that fail to

rely on sex and race stereotypes, and are

protect students’ rights. Effective policies must

often discriminatorily enforced; or, at a

protect all students, including women and girls of

minimum, require schools to implement a

color, LGBTQI+ students, pregnant and parenting

universal, nondiscriminatory dress code (see

students, and disabled students, who are often

Discriminatory Discipline Based on Sex and

more likely to be sexually harassed and more likely

Race for more information).

to be disbelieved, punished, or criminalized when

•

they come forward.

Strengthen transparency and
prevention measures against
sexual harassment:

•	
R e q u i re

P K–1 2

schools

to

Ensure transgender and nonbinary students’
access to restrooms, locker rooms, sports
teams, and other sex-separated programs and
facilities consistent with their gender identity.

•

Require schools to conduct regular climate

p rov i d e

surveys on student experiences with sexual

developmentally appropriate sex education to

harassment and make the survey data publicly

all students on a wide range of topics, including

available.

consent, healthy relationships, reproductive
health, and LGBTQI+ identity.

•	
Require schools to train all school staff on how
to recognize and respond to sexual harassment,
notify the school’s Title IX coordinator, and
provide effective supportive measures for
students who have reported sexual harassment.

•	
Remove police from schools to protect all

Support student victims instead
of punishing them:

•	
Require

schools to provide a wide range

of supportive measures to students who
report sexual harassment, including excused
absences, counseling, tutoring, homework/
exam adjustments, changes in academic/

students—especially Black and Indigenous

busing/dining/housing/work schedules, one-

s t u d e n t s — f ro m s exu a l h a ra s s m e n t ,

way no-contact orders; continued scholarship/

discriminatory discipline, and violence at

honors eligibility, and the option to retake a

the hands of school police; and invest in

class without financial penalty.

school guidance counselors, social workers,
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RECOMMENDATIONS continued
•

the wrongdoer to admit they caused sexual

Prohibit schools from disciplining students

harm, centers the victim’s needs, and allows

who report sexual harassment for misconduct

the wrongdoer to make amends to the victim

that occurred before or during the reported

and change their future behavior.

incident (e.g., drug or alcohol use, consensual
sexual activity, self-defense) or that occur
after the reported incident because of it (e.g.,

•	
Require schools to take prompt and effective
action when a school employee knows (or should

class absences, age-appropriate expressions

reasonably know) about sexual harassment

of trauma, public discussion of the sexual

that alters a person’s ability to participate in

harassment).

or benefit from a school program or activity,
regardless of where the incident occurs, and

Ensure meaningful accountability
of sexual harassers and schools:

regardless of whether the person is sexually

•	
Require schools to have a fair harassment

first incident. This would be required by the

harassed again after the school knows of the
Title IX Take Responsibility Act of 2021 (H.R.

complaint procedure, including by
setting reasonable timeframes, applying a
preponderance of the evidence standard,

5396).

•

Ensure that student survivors do not face more

prohibiting direct cross-examination by a

stringent litigation standards than students

party or their advisor, and prohibiting the use

disciplined for sexual harassment when suing

of mediation to address sexual assault, dating

their schools under Title IX.

violence, domestic violence, and stalking.

•	
Provide funding to schools that allow students

•

Strengthen students’ ability to file complaints
against their schools with the U.S. Department

to voluntarily choose a restorative process to

of Education or a state agency (e.g., state

address sexual harassment by well-trained

Department of Education, Office of Attorney

facilitators. Unlike a traditional disciplinary

General), and increase civil penalties against

process or other informal processes like

schools for violations of Title IX, the Clery Act,

mediation, a restorative process requires

or state anti-sexual harassment laws.
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